Wood Stain, Sealer & Finish

Rusty Walnut Gun Stock Finish.............................. #BC-RWS
This alcohol based “water stain”, may be thinned by dilution with
water or denatured alcohol (sold as shellac thinner, not rubbing
alcohol) to avoid raising grain. This walnut stain is a rusty walnut
color, with a reddish undertone, for a traditional appearance.
Color intensity is easily controlled by diluting the stain, or using
it full strength for light colored woods.
#BC-RWS
Rusty Walnut stain, 3 oz. liquid
only $6.20
Walnut Stain, by Birchwood Casey....................... #BC-WS-1
This alcohol based “water stain”, may be thinned with water, or
use denatured alcohol to avoid raising grain. The walnut is a true
brown walnut color, for a traditional look. Color intensity is easily
controlled by adding water, or use it full strength on light color
woods. Made in the U.S.A. by Birchwood Casey.
#BC-WS-1
Walnut, dark brown, 3 oz.
only $6.20
Stock Sheen & Conditioner by Birchwood Casey.#BC-CDZ
Cleans and polishes old stocks. Weatherproof ingredients
protect new and old finishes. Won’t finger mark like wax.
#BC-CDZ
Stock Sheen, 2-1/2 oz.
only $5.99

Original Oil Finish, our slow curing favorite...... #Finish-Org
Our high quality oil base finish uses natural authentic ingredients, thinners, and volatiles to improve hardening and speed
drying slightly. This is an honest oil finish, not a varnish. Minor
scratches from field use will disappear with repeated applications. Slow acting, slow curing, it requires several coats, rubbed
by hand, over several days. No synthetics. One of our favorites,
because it is so easy to get good results, over time.
#Finish-Org
Original Oil Finish, 4 oz.
only $4.99
Gun Stock Sealer & Filler, by Birchwood Casey........#BC-SF
Sealer and Filler seals out moisture and fills the pores in one
easy step. Use our clear sealer and filler AFTER your favorite
stain or seal the wood in its natural color. Penetrates grain quickly,
easy to use, dries fast. Made in the U.S.A. by Birchwood Casey.
#BC-SF
Sealer & Filler, clear, 2-1/2 oz.
only $5.29
Gun Stock Wax, by Birchwood Casey................#BC-PSW-39
Heavy duty weather protection for your gun. It produces a
lustrous waterproof final coating, combining the beautifying
properties of carnauba wax, beeswax, and silicone compounds.
#BC-PSW-39
Liquid wax, 2-1/2 fluid oz
only $5.99
Tru-Oil® Gun Stock Finish......................... #BC-(part number)
Birchwood Casey’s famous fast drying Linseed oil varnish. Dries
quickly, allowing you to apply several coats, until a satisfactory
finish is achieved. Tru-Oil® has been used by gunsmiths for over
20 years. It dries to a high shine.
Polish the gloss with a rubbing c ompound for a satin finish.
#BC-TO-22
Tru-Oil varnish, 3 oz. liquid
only $ 6.29
#BC-TO-22-L Tru-Oil varnish, 8 oz. liquid
only $10.99
#BC-TO-11
Tru-Oil varnish, 11 oz. aerosol
only $ 9.99

Lin-Speed Gunstock Finish.............................. #LIN-Speed-2
Pure linseed oil, specially refined to dry in just 2 to 6 hours to
a tough, hard, easy-to-touch-up finish. So simple to use. Apply
stain (if desired) and follow with finger-dunks of Lin-Speed.
Smooth out with the heel of your hand and set aside to dry. First
coat will “freeze” sanding whiskers for easy removal with 3/0 steel
wool, ending time consuming steaming and de-whiskering. Stop
working so hard at your stock finishing! Sand it well, then apply
Lin-Speed, and let it dry. Our 2 fluid oz. bottle will do several stocks.
#LIN-Speed-2 Lin-Speed Gunstock Finish, 2 oz. only $8.95

Metal Finishing
Plum Brown® Barrel Finish by Birchwood Casey.#BC-PBI-5
This famous “hot brown” formula quickly produces rich authentic
chocolate brown finish on steel. We use it in our shop, for touch-up,
repairs, and small parts. Large surfaces (barrels) require thorough
cleaning to achieve an even finish. Despite instructions, allow the
brown finish to age several hours before oiling, giving the oxide
time to bond to the surface. Inspect it in bright daylight. If mottled,
continue application. After-rust, which may darkening the finish,
is normal. Poison! Avoid contact with skin.
#BC-PBI-5
Hot brown finish, 5 oz.
only $9.99
Van’s Gun Blue...................................................... #Vans-Blue
A new blue process, in easy to use liquid form. Just rub it
on. The more you rub, the darker it gets. An exotic Selenium
compound, even a beginner will like the results. Blue and Rust
Remover won’t touch this finish, since it is not an iron oxide. It is
durable, and easy to use. Used as a “touch up” blue, because it
reacts only with shiny steel. It will not wet or discolor blued steel.
Great for touching up scratches, screws, and sights.
#Vans-Blue
Touch-up blue, 4 oz.
only $6.95
Blue and Rust Remover, by Birchwood Casey..... #BC-BR-1
Cold chemical compound removes old blue, brown, and surface
rust. Wash that corrosive black powder fouling from your patch
knife, or you’ll need a lot of this stuff. Easy to use, a thick liquid.
#BC-BR-1
Blue and rust remover, 3 oz.
only $4.99
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Formula 44/40 Instant Gun Blue...........................#Blue-44-40
Fast, easy, wipe-on and wipe-off application. The blueing
procedure is simplicity itself. Clean and degrease the surface,
wipe-on, immediately wipe-off and lightly oil. Great for aging
copper or brass in restoration projects, too.
#Blue-44-40
Instant gun blue, 2 oz.
only $9.99
Cleaner - Degreaser............................. #BC-GC-113 or CD-10
Cleanliness is the secret to an even finish! Specially formulated
to remove dirt, grease and oil quickly. Aerosol uses a high pressure dry spray to clean metal surfaces fast, with a quick drying
time that leaves no residue. Useful to achieve a good blue or
brown finish. Made in the U.S.A. by Birchwood Casey.
#BC-GC-11-3
Degreaser, 3 oz. liquid
only $ 4.99
#BC-CD-10
Degreaser, 10 oz. aerosol
only $10.99
Perma Blue® Liquid or Paste................ #BC-PB-22 or SPB-2
Liquid gun blue, by Birchwood Casey, for quick touch-up of
barrel scratches or worn spots. Perma-Blue® produces a blue
black finish on steel, except stainless alloys. Always prepare the
surface with degreaser before using this product. Easy, it requires
repeated coats, allowing you to control how dark it becomes.
Paste gun blue works more slowly, but many users prefer the
easy application and controlled action, allowing touch-ups to blend
perfectly. Apply it to a cleaned surface, wait 60 seconds, and wipe.
Repeat as necessary to achieve the depth of blue desired.
#BC-PB-22
Perma Blue, 3 oz. liquid
only $ 6.99
#BC-SPB-2
Perma Blue, 2 oz. paste
only $ 6.99
Presto® Gun Blue Pen, by Birchwood Casey..........#BC-PSP
The fastest and easiest way to touch-up nicks and scratches is
this simple Presto® Gun Blue Pen. Chemistry penetrates hard steel
instantly, giving a durable blue-black finish that won’t rub off. Use it like
a marking pen for one coat coverage on non-stainless steels.
#BC-PSP
Gun Blue, in a felt tip pen!
only $6.79
Brass Black Metal Touch-up,................................... #BC-BB-2
Originally designed for touch-up of brazed joints, on double
shotguns, this liquid is a great aid to the muzzle loader who wants
to darken brass or copper. Diluted, it can produce a quick dark
surface on brass gun furniture, which looks great when lightly
polished with rubbing compound, leaving an “old patina” effect in
the corners. Use it full strength, to blacken that shiny brass front
sight. Made in the U.S.A. by Birchwood Casey.
#BC-BB-2
Blacken brass, 3 oz.
only $6.20
Aluminum Black Metal Finish............................. #BC-PAB-17
Muzzle Loading enthusiasts can now disguise modern aluminum alloy parts and accessories, and tone them to an appropriate
color with this finish. A few imported replica Hawken Rifles, Cape
Gun shotguns, and very early factory finished Navy Arms double
shotguns were made with “blued aluminum” parts. Now you can
restore the worn finish on these guns. It works quickly. Order our
Degreasing Agent to prepare the surface. By Birchwood Casey.
#BC-PAB-17
Blacken aluminum, 3 oz.
only $7.49
Super Blue-Liquid, by Birchwood Casey.................. #BC-R-2
An old formula liquid gun blue, in “gunsmith strength”, for quick
touch-up use. Use this on steel parts, screws, repairs, sight slots,
etc. Easy to use. Be sure to order degreasing agent, and use it to
prepare the surface before any blueing or browning effort.
#BC-R-2
Super Blue, liquid, 3 oz.
only $7.19

